Rhode Island Elections Performance Index

Beyond the numbers

Rhode Island’s overall EPI average essentially remained the same from 2008 to 2012, not keeping up with the average improvement of 4.4 percent across states. Although the state improved in data completeness and had high performance numbers on a series of indicators, it actually performed marginally worse on many of the metrics, including mail ballots rejected and unreturned, provisional ballots cast and rejected, and average wait time.

The state was, however, one of only seven that had all voting information lookup tools in both 2008 and 2012. Although Rhode Island did not report complete data for rejected military and overseas ballots in 2008, its rejection rate in 2012 was the nation’s lowest.
Room for improvement

Although the state had the lowest rate of rejected military and overseas ballots, Rhode Island had a high rate—33 percent—of these ballots unreturned in 2012. This was a stark change from 2008 when the state’s rate was 21 percent, the second-largest increase in the country. Many factors, including voter choice or problems with the mail system, can influence unreturned ballots, but research is needed to understand why this number jumped so much and to find possible solutions.

The state could further improve its overall performance by adding online voter registration. This step would not only raise the state’s score for the online registration indicator, but it could have a positive impact on other metrics as well, including the voter registration rate, wait time, nonvoting due to registration and absentee ballot problems, and provisional ballots cast.

Upgrading voter registration lists by participating in data-sharing agreements such as the Electronic Registration Information Center can also help address these issues, allowing states to get more accurate and up-to-date information on voters who move or die and to reduce the rate of provisional ballot use.¹

Adding online voter registration and participating in data-sharing agreements are recommendations of the Presidential Commission on Election Administration.
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